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20V MAX* JOBSITE LED SPOTLIGHT
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BUY NOW

FEATURES & SPECS

FEATURES

3 bright LEDs illuminate dark jobsite work areas

1 bright Red LED to preserve night vision

2 brightness settings provide flexibility for maximum light output or extended run-time
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Illuminate dark jobsite work areas with the DCL043 20V MAX* Jobsite LED Spotlight. Featuring a two brightness settings for
flexibility, pivoting head and belt hook for versatility, and over-molded lense cover for durability.
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Batteries and charger sold separately.

90-degree pivoting head provides versatility for lighting work surfaces

Distance - Can be seen up to 508 yards or 1,525 feet

Pivoting head allows for hands-free operation and light to be projected in multiple directions while standing on its base

Belt hook to provide increased versatility for transportation and a hands-free use in multiple placements

Integral hook for hands-free use in multiple placements

Over-molded lens cover provides increased durability and a non-maring surface for the job site

SPECIFICATIONS

BRIGHTNESS  1000 & 90 LUMENS

BULB TYPE  LED

CHARGE TIME  THIS UNIT IS NOT A CHARGER

LIGHTING TYPE  WORKLIGHT

RUN-TIME  4-13.5 HRS

SYSTEM  20V MAX*

TOOL WEIGHT  1.42 LBS

INCLUDES

EXPLORE PRODUCTS

SIMILAR SIMILAR
BATTERIES &
CHARGERS
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http://www.dewalt.com/en-us/products/gear-and-equipment/jobsite-lighting-and-flashlights/20v-max-led-work-light/dcl040
http://www.dewalt.com/en-us/products/gear-and-equipment/jobsite-lighting-and-flashlights/20v-max-led-work-light/dcl040#reviews
http://www.dewalt.com/en-us/products/gear-and-equipment/jobsite-lighting-and-flashlights/20v-max-led-hand-held-area-light/dcl050
http://www.dewalt.com/en-us/products/gear-and-equipment/jobsite-lighting-and-flashlights/20v-max-led-hand-held-area-light/dcl050#reviews
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DISCLAIMER
Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 20volts. Nominal voltage is 18.

COPYRIGHT© 2016 DEWALT. All Rights Reserved. The following are trademarks for one or more DEWALT Power Tools and
Accessories: The yellow and black color scheme; the "D"-shaped air intake grill; the array of pyramids on the handgrip; the kit box
configuration; and the array of lozenge-shaped humps on the surface of the tool.
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Let There Be Light!
This is a powerful LED light for the 20v MAX system that is useful as a work light or a
distance light. With 3 white LEDs and one red LED, you can pick the method that works
best for you. This unit has lasted at least 6 hours using the white LEDs, and probably
had more juice left in the battery. It's an excellent tool, although too powerful for close-
up work. Best with light about 10-20 yards from the work surface.

PROS:
Powerful, Lightweight, Good Runtime

CONS:
None
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